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Abstract
Objective To assess the evidence for risk factors and
prevention measures for shoulder injuries in overhead
sports.
Design Systematic review with best-evidence synthesis.
Data sources Medline (Ovid), PubMed (complementary
search), Embase (Elsevier), Cochrane (Wiley),
SPORTDiscus (Ebsco) and Web of Science Core Collection
(Thomson Reuters), from 1 January 1990 to 15 May
2017.
Eligibility criteria for selecting
studies Randomised controlled trials, cohort studies
and case-control studies on risk factors or prevention
measures for shoulder injuries in overhead sports. The
eligible studies were quality assessed using the Scottish
Intercollegiate Guidelines Network criteria.
Results Of 4778 studies identified, 38 were eligible
for quality review and 17 met the quality criteria to be
included in the evidence synthesis. One additional quality
study presented a shoulder injury prevention programme.
Most studies focused on baseball, lacrosse or volleyball
(n=13). The risk factors examined included participation
level (competition vs training) (n=10), sex (n=4),
biomechanics (n=2) and external workload (n=2). The
evidence for all risk factors was limited or conflicting. The
effect of the prevention programme within the subgroup
of uninjured players at baseline was modest and possibly
lacked statistical power.
Conclusions All investigated potential risk factors
for shoulder injury in overhead sports had limited
evidence, and most were non-modifiable (eg, sex). There
is also limited evidence for the effect of shoulder injury
prevention measures in overhead sports.
PROSPERO trial registration
number CRD42015026850.
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Introduction

Shoulder injuries and shoulder pain are substantial
problems in overhead athletes, such as baseball and
softball pitchers or handball, volleyball, cricket and
tennis players.1–7 The incidence of shoulder injuries
in overhead sports varies between 0.2/1000 hours
and 1.8/1000 hours.3 8 9 The average proportion of
athletes reporting weekly moderate or severe reductions in training volume or in sports performance,
or complete inability to participate in sport due to a
shoulder problem is 5 % in secondary school male
and female volleyball players and 12% in senior
elite male handball players .1 10 Up to 36% of senior
elite female handball players report shoulder pain
in the early preseason.11

The burden of shoulder problems highlights
the need for injury prevention strategies. Identifying risk factors and developing strategies to
prevent injury, based on these risk factors, are key
components for preventing injuries in sports. This
reflects the second and third step in the ‘sequence
of prevention’ and ‘translating research into injury
prevention practice’ models.12 13
Risk factors for shoulder injuries might vary
among different overhead sports, since athletes
participating in contact sports may be at higher
risk of traumatic shoulder injuries.14–17 A common
feature of overhead sports is the repetitive use of
the shoulder with the hand above the head. Consequently, mechanisms linked to non-traumatic
shoulder injuries may therefore not differ considerably between overhead sports. However, there may
be sex and age differences in shoulder injury, since
this has been observed in several other anatomical
sites and sports.8 18 19 Biomechanical factors, such
as shoulder mobility, coordination and impaired
throwing technique, may also be risk factors for
shoulder injuries in overhead sports.20–23
Risk factors for injury in baseball, cricket,
lacrosse, volleyball and water polo have been
the subject of previous systematic reviews.24–29
However, risk factors for shoulder injury have
only been assessed in two of these systematic
reviews (assessing injuries in water polo and volleyball)27 28 Cross-sectional studies and studies with
very small sample sizes were included in these
systematic reviews27 28and this limits the ability for
researchers to draw conclusions about causal effects
or temporality. Studies with small sample sizes are
at increased risk of type II error. There is no systematic review investigating the effect of programmes
to prevent shoulder injuries in overhead sports.
Therefore, the aim of our systematic review was
to assess the evidence for risk factors for shoulder
injuries and the effect of primary shoulder injury
prevention measures in overhead sports.

Methods

The conduct and reporting of this systematic
review follows the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses statement
(PRISMA).30 The study protocol was prospectively
registered (PROSPERO ID: CRD42015026850).

Eligibility criteria

Randomised controlled trials, cohort studies and
case-control studies, published in English, German,
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Risk factors for, and prevention of, shoulder injuries in
overhead sports: a systematic review with bestevidence synthesis

Review

Definitions and outcome

We defined an overhead sport as a sport in which an athlete,
with the forearm/hand lifted above the head, repetitively propels
a ball or shuttle against an opponent or a teammate. We identified the following sports that fitted this definition: badminton,
baseball, cricket, handball, lacrosse, softball, tennis, volleyball
and water polo.
The case definition (outcome) was shoulder injury or shoulder
pain, as defined in each study. Studies were required to report
risk ratios, ORs, incidence rate ratios or HRs as estimates of
injury risk, or include relevant raw data from which such estimates could be calculated.

Box 1 SIGN guidance for ratings of the overall
methodological quality
High quality (++)
Majority of criteria met. Little or no risk of bias. Results unlikely
to be changed by further research.
Acceptable (+)
Most criteria met. Some flaws in the study with an associated
risk of bias, Conclusions may change in the light of further
studies.
Borderline (−)
Crude effect estimates have been presented or have been
calculated (thus no confounders have been considered), but
the study is otherwise acceptably sound with respect to other
possible biases.
Unacceptable—reject (0)
Either most criteria not met, or significant flaws relating to key
aspects of study design. Conclusions likely to change in the light
of further studies.

Literature search strategy

Potentially relevant papers were identified by searching the
following six online databases: Medline (Ovid), PubMed
(complementary search), Embase (Elsevier), Cochrane (Wiley),
Web of Science Core Collection (Thomson Reuters) and SPORTDiscus (Ebsco). Searches were designed with the aid of two experienced librarians at the University Library, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden (see online supplementary material 1). The
search included terms related to shoulder injury and pain, sports
and measures of association and prevention. Records were
downloaded to Endnote X4 (Thomson Reuters) and duplicates
were removed. We reviewed the reference lists of all included
studies, and six systematic reviews on related topics,24–29 to help
ensure that all relevant studies were identified.

Study selection

Each abstract was independently screened by two authors, who
met to discuss any discrepancies in their assessments and reach
agreement. In the next step, the full text of each eligible study
was obtained and re-evaluated against the criteria described
above. If discrepancies could not be resolved, all seven authors
met for discussion and reached a consensus.

Risk of bias assessment/quality appraisal

The risk of bias in each eligible study was independently evaluated by two assessors using modified versions of the Scottish
Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) checklists (http://
www.
sign.
ac.
uk/) (see online supplementary material 2). Any
discrepancies were resolved by consensus. The SIGN checklists
comprise 15 items with response categories ‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘cannot
say’ and ‘not applicable’. According to the guidance, studies that
did not state the main outcome measures, that based the main
conclusions on secondary outcomes, or for which outcomes
and criteria for measuring them were not clearly defined or
that did not address the possibility of confounding should be
excluded from the systematic review. Otherwise, the internal
validity of each study was evaluated based on (1) the process of
subject selection, (2) measurement of outcomes and exposures,
(3) sources of potential confounding and(4) the appropriateness
of statistical analyses. The overall assessment was based on how
well the study minimised the risk of bias and a judgement of
2 of 9

whether the study could provide evidence of an association or
no association between the exposure and outcome. We prespecified that studies must have included at least 10 exposed cases to
be included in the systematic review. This was an arbitrary way
to reduce the risk of non-systematic bias.
We modified the checklists as follows:
1. We added an extra question in the statistical analysis section:
‘1.15 Statistical analysis otherwise appropriate for the research question?' This question was necessary to capture any
occasions where statistical analysis may have impacted on the
study quality such as an increased likelihood of type 1 error
associated with multiple significance testing.
2. We removed the question ‘Are the results of this study directly applicable to the patient group targeted in this guideline?',
since we did not aim to produce a clinical guideline.
3. We added an extra response category to item 2.1 ‘How well
was the study done to minimise the risk of bias or confounding?’ instead of rejecting studies outright (as the SIGN guidance suggests). Studies where potential confounding factors
were not taken into account and those where only crude effect estimates could be calculated from raw data could be
classified as ‘borderline’ rather than ‘unacceptable’, providing that there were no other major sources of bias identified. After completing the SIGN checklists, we classified each
study as high quality, acceptable, borderline or unacceptable
(box 1).
Full-text articles that were underpowered for shoulder injuries (ie, <10 exposed cases), did not report appropriate statistics or were considered below borderline quality (ie, at high risk
of bias), were not included in the evidence synthesis (see online
supplementary material 2). We did not assess publication bias or
small study effects due to heterogeneity in the type of sports and
the potential risk factors examined in each study. It was difficult to examine selective reporting within studies since protocols
were not available for most of the included studies.

Data extraction

MA and LWH each extracted half of the main results and HLB
extracted data for the quality assessment separately. MA and
Asker M, et al. Br J Sports Med 2018;52:1312–1319. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2017-098254
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Swedish, Norwegian or Danish from 1 January 1990 to 15 May
2017 were eligible for quality appraisal. Eligible studies must
include at least 20 human participants, of any age and playing
level. Studies evaluating injury prevention programmes must
include at least 20 participants in each group. Studies where
the outcome was not clearly stated, or where shoulder injury/
pain was pooled with other anatomical locations (eg, upper arm/
elbow injuries combined) were excluded.

Review

1. Strong evidence: evidence provided by two or more highquality studies and by generally consistent findings across
these studies (≥75% of the studies reported consistent
findings).
2. Moderate evidence: evidence provided by one high-quality
study and/or multiple studies of acceptable quality and by
generally consistent findings (≥75% of the studies reported
consistent findings).
3. Limited evidence: evidence provided by one study of
acceptable quality and/or one or more studies of borderline
quality.
4. Conflicting evidence: inconsistent findings in multiple studies
(<75% of the studies reported consistent findings).
5. No evidence: no admissible studies were found.

LWH subsequently cross-checked all extracted data together.
Items for data extraction were: first author, year of publication, type of sport, sex of participants in the study (ie, male,
female or both males and females), setting of the study, number
of participants (or group level indication of study size if number

of participants was not reported), inclusion/exclusion criteria,
main exposure/risk factor, definition of injury/outcome, effect
estimate or injury frequencies to calculate effect estimates, main
limitations/sources of bias.

Summary measures and synthesis of results

The principal summary measures were rate ratios, risk ratios
and ORs reported in studies or calculated (using Stata V.14.2,
StataCorp) based on raw data provide in the studies. Given the
heterogeneity in the studies, we did not conduct a meta-analysis. Instead, we present a best-evidence synthesis to clarify the
direction and strength of evidence for each potential risk factor
within each sport.31 The strength of evidence for each potential risk factor within each sport was assessed using an adapted
version of previously defined criteria,32–34 which accounted for
our extra category of ‘borderline’ quality studies (box 2).

Results
Study selection

After searching the databases electronically and with the addition of two studies identified by screening reference lists,17 35
4778 records were screened for inclusion based on title and
abstract (figure 1). Overall, 4740 studies were excluded at

Figure 1 Flow diagram of literature search.
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Box 2 Evidence criteria for the best-evidence synthesis

Review
injuries among elite handball players2 and college tennis
players,48 and limited evidence of a decreased risk of shoulder
injury among male college water polo players compared with
female players.48

Playing position

There was limited evidence that pitchers and catchers had an
increased risk of shoulder injuries compared with outfielders in
youth baseball.49

Study characteristics

Baseball was the most commonly studied overhead sport in
the best-evidence synthesis (seven studies) and volleyball and
lacrosse populations were evaluated in five studies. There were
four studies that reported on softball players, three on handball players and one that included tennis and water polo players.
Nine studies included collegiate athletes.15 35 38 39 41–43 46 48 Six
included youth/high school athletes37 40 43 44 49 50 and three
included elite/professional athletes.2 45 47
Ten studies compared the risk of shoulder injury between
competition and training. Risk of shoulder injury was compared
between males and females in four studies.2 40 42 48 The modifiable risk factors examined were biomechanical measures,45 47
competition and training load,49 50 player position49 and history
of shoulder or elbow pain.49 One study presented a prevention
programme for shoulder injuries.36

Risk of bias within studies

The most frequent sources of potential bias were no or limited
adjustment for potential confounders (n=15), and time at risk of
shoulder injury measured at the group level (n=10) (see online
supplementary material 4,5).

Synthesis of results

The best-evidence synthesis is presented in table 1 and described
briefly below. The characteristics of individual studies of risk
factors included in the best-evidence synthesis are presented in
online supplementary material 4 and the study on prevention
is presented in online supplementary material 5. The studies
appraised as inadmissible for the best-evidence synthesis are
briefly described in online supplementary material 6.

Participation settings (competition vs training)

Three studies examined non-specific shoulder injuries in competition versus training in high school students and there were
conflicting evidence for all three sports.37 43 44 There was limited
evidence of an increased risk of non-traumatic shoulder injuries
in competition compared with training in men’s baseball.38 In
women’s softball and volleyball there was limited evidence of a
decreased risk of non-traumatic shoulder injuries in competition
compared with training.35 41
There was limited evidence of an increased risk of traumatic
shoulder injuries in competition for men’s baseball, women’s
volleyball and men’s and women’s lacrosse.15 35 38 39 41 42 46
There was limited evidence of no increased risk of traumatic
shoulder injuries in competition versus training for women’s
softball.41 42

Sex

Four studies compared shoulder injury risk between male
and female athletes.2 40 42 48 There was limited evidence for
an increased risk of shoulder injuries in male high school and
college lacrosse players compared with female players.40 42
There was limited evidence of no sex differences in shoulder
4 of 9

External load

There was limited evidence that a high number of training hours
per week (>16 hours/week) was associated with a higher injury
risk among youth baseball pitchers and catchers.49 There was
limited evidence that a large increase in training and/or match
load (>60% increase compared with the average of the previous
4 weeks) was associated with higher risk of injury in youth handball players.50

History of injury

There was limited evidence that junior baseball pitchers and
catchers with a history of shoulder pain or elbow pain were
at higher risk of injury than those without history of pain49
(see online supplementary material 4).

Shoulder range of motion

Among US baseball pitchers with glenohumeral internal rotation deficit, total rotation deficit or flexion deficit, there was
limited evidence of no association between shoulder range
of motion and being placed on the disabled list. There was
limited evidence that players with insufficient external rotation (>5° less than non-dominant shoulder) had higher odds
of being placed on the disabled list compared with those
without insufficient external rotation.45 There was limited
evidence of an association between greater humeral torsion
in the dominant arm of US baseball pitchers (3.5° greater) and
shoulder injury.47

Prevention studies

We identified one study on prevention of shoulder injuries
in overhead sports.33 This study focused on Norwegian highlevel male and female handball players, and the intervention
aimed to improve players’ glenohumeral internal range of
motion, external rotation strength, scapular muscle strength,
thoracic mobility and improve the kinetic chain. The results
specific to those without shoulder problems at the start of the
study, indicate some benefits in preventing shoulder problems
with a stronger effect reported for substantial shoulder problems; however, the precision of the effect estimate was low
and the potential biases may have led to an overestimation
or underestimation of the effect (see online supplementary
material 5).

Discussion

We included 17 studies that evaluated risk factors for shoulder
injuries in overhead sports. The principal findings were that
studies were of low quality, there was little consistency in the
results and few risk factors have been explored in more than
one study. Only one study on injury prevention was included.
The evidence is as such limited and raises the question whether
practitioners should examine shoulder parameters from a
performance or return to play perspective, rather than an injury
prevention perspective.
Asker M, et al. Br J Sports Med 2018;52:1312–1319. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2017-098254
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this step. After quality appraisal of the remaining 38 studies,
17 studies were included in the best-evidence synthesis of risk
factors for shoulder injuries.2 15 35–50 One study reported on a
shoulder injury prevention programme.36 Nine studies could
not contribute to the evidence due to high risk of non-systematic bias (low power)51–59 and were excluded from the best-evidence synthesis, as were 11 studies with high risk of systematic
bias7 10 60–68 (see online supplementary material 3).

Review
Best-evidence synthesis of risk factors for shoulder injury in overhead sports

Risk factors

N, PS or number of AE

Type of sports

Acceptable/borderline
quality (reference)

Association with risk
↑/↓/= (reference)

Participation setting
(competition vs training—
non-specific injuries*)

AE=1 545 730

Boys’ baseball

AE=1 401 368

Girls’ softball

37 44

=37↑ 37 44

Conflicting

AE=1 166 382

Girls’ and women’s
volleyball

37 43 44

=37 43↓44

Conflicting

Participation setting
(competition vs training—
non-traumatic injuries†)

AE=approximately 2 800
000

Men’s baseball

38

↑38

Limited

AE=approximately 1 650
000

Women’s softball

41

↓41

Limited

AE=approximately 1 576
500

Women’s volleyball

35

↓35

Limited

AE=approximately 5 678
028

Men’s baseball

38 42

↑38 42

Limited

AE=approximately 3 294
365

Women’s softball

41 42

=41 42

Limited

AE=approximately 3 213
533

Women’s volleyball

35 42

↑35 42

Limited

AE≥5 781 051 and 6528 PS Men’s and women’s
lacrosse

15 39 42 46

↑15 39 42 46

Limited

AE=1 910 078 and 6528 PS Men's and women's ’
lacrosse, boys' and girls'
lacrosse

40 42

↑40 42

Limited

n=336

Men's and women’s
handball

2

=2

Limited

AE=not reported

Men’s and women’s water
polo

48

↓48

Limited

Sex (males vs females—
non-contact sports)

AE=not reported

Men’s and women’s tennis

48

=48

Limited

Playing position (pitchers
and catchers vs outfielders)

n=1020

Youth baseball

49

↑49

Limited

External workload (higher
number of training hours/
week)

n=1020

Youth baseball

49

↑49

Limited

History of shoulder pain

n=1020

Youth baseball

49

↑49

Limited

↑49

Limited

Participation setting
(competition vs training traumatic injuries‡)

Sex (males vs females—
contact sports)

37

Best-evidence synthesis

37 44

= ↑

37 44

Conflicting

History of elbow pain

n=1020

Youth baseball

49

External workload (large
increase in weekly training/
match load)

n=679

Youth handball

50

↑50

Limited

Biomechanics (GIRD)

PS=170

Men’s baseball

45

=45

Limited

=45

Limited

Biomechanics (total ROM
deficit)

PS=170

Men’s baseball

45

Biomechanics (flexion
deficit)

PS=170

Men’s baseball

45

=45

Limited

Biomechanics (insufficient
external rotation)

PS=170

Men’s baseball

45

↑45

Limited

Biomechanics (humeral
torsion)

PS=255

Men’s baseball

47

↑47

Limited

No studies of high quality were identified. 1. Strong evidence: evidence provided by two or more high-quality studies and by generally consistent findings across these studies
(≥75% of the studies reported consistent findings). 2. Moderate evidence: evidence provided by one high-quality study and/or multiple studies of acceptable quality and by
generally consistent findings (≥75% of the studies reported consistent findings). 3. Limited evidence: evidence provided by one study of acceptable quality and/or one or more
studies of borderline quality. 4. Conflicting evidence: inconsistent findings in multiple studies (<75% of the studies reported consistent findings). 5. No evidence: no admissible
studies were found.
*Studies with no specific diagnosis reported.
†Tendinitis, overuse injuries.
‡Contusions, muscle tendon strains, shoulder subluxations, shoulder dislocations, ligament sprains, acromioclavicular joint sprains.
§No increased risk was seen for tendons strain.
↑, Associated with increased risk; =, no association; ↓, associated with decreased risk; AE, athletic exposure; GIRD, glenohumeral internal rotation deficit; N, number; PS, player
season; ROM, range of motion.

The evidence for risk factors for shoulder injuries in overhead
sports is limited

We found limited evidence that male lacrosse players had a
higher incidence of shoulder injuries compared with female
Asker M, et al. Br J Sports Med 2018;52:1312–1319. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2017-098254

players, both during competition and training.40 42 This could
be due to male players experiencing higher impact during collisions. In contrast, there was limited evidence that female water
polo players had a higher risk of shoulder injury than their
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Table 1

Review

The evidence for measures to prevent shoulder injuries in
overhead sports is limited

The risk for substantial shoulder problem was reduced among
a subgroup of senior male and female handball players without
shoulder problems at baseline, who were exposed to a comprehensive strength and conditioning intervention.36 This finding
was the result of a subanalysis, so it has low statistical power.
Even though these results indicate some success of the intervention at preventing shoulder problems, the effect estimate
was imprecise and the potential biases may have led to an
overestimate or underestimate of the effect. Nonetheless, lack
of compliance to the intervention and more strength training
among controls may have contributed to an underestimation of
the overall results.

Key methodological aspects

There are eight key methodological aspects that might affect the
strength of evidence in our systematic review, and the results
must be interpreted in light of these considerations.

Injury registration and definitions

There was large variation in the definition and registration of
shoulder injuries. Most studies used a time-loss definition (ie,
injuries leading to restricted participation for at least 1 day or
the player being placed on the disabled list).2 15 35 37–42 44 49 This
definition underestimates the incidence of overuse injuries since
many athletes continue playing despite substantial shoulder
problems.10 However, such underestimation does not affect
the risk estimates unless it differs between categories of the
exposure. Other studies defined injury as a shoulder problem
irrespective of the need for time loss or medical attention,50 or
6 of 9

shoulder problems/pain that impaired participation or performance or required surgery.36 45

Time at risk of shoulder injury

Most studies reported time at risk on a group level (ie, counting
one competition or training session as an athlete-exposure).
Although pragmatic, this denominator results in less precise estimates of the incidence rate, since each individual’s time at risk
is unknown. If players are more prone to injury at the beginning of a competition, the incidence rates will be overestimated.
One of the studies excluded from the best-evidence synthesis
compared the incidence of shoulder injuries between male and
female tennis players, using match events instead of match time
as the denominator67 despite men’s matches being longer than
women’s matches at the US Open, thus time at risk differed
between men and women and is likely to explain the increased
risk observed in men.

Distinguishing between traumatic and non-traumatic injuries

Most studies did not distinguish between traumatic and non-traumatic injuries. Since the injury mechanism differs, risk factors for
these two types of injuries may also differ, thus the results of these
studies are less specific. However, for several studies comparing
competition with training, traumatic or non-traumatic could be
inferred by the type of diagnosis presented. In baseball, there
was limited evidence of higher risk of both non-traumatic and
traumatic shoulder injuries during competition than during
training.38 42 There was limited evidence for a higher risk of
traumatic shoulder injuries during volleyball competition.35 42 In
women's softball, the evidence for traumatic injury in competition compared with training was conflicting,41 42 while there
was limited evidence for a higher risk of non-traumatic injuries
during training.41 In lacrosse, there was limited evidence for a
higher risk of shoulder injuries during competition.15 39 42 46

Competition and training demands

History of shoulder problems, years of playing experience and
training load may be associated with both the chance of playing
in a competition and the risk of injury, thus the associations may
be distorted by confounding factors. However, the higher risk
of injury during competition compared with training in overhead sports is in line with other non-overhead sports such as
the football codes, most likely since the intensity of the game is
higher during competition.37 72 73 In contrast, players may repetitively perform a specific motion during training, for example,
throwing, bowling or spiking, which may explain the higher
number of typically non-traumatic injuries seen during training
compared with competition in some studies.35 41

Absence of the outcome at baseline

Many studies considered for inclusion in this review allowed
both injured and non-injured athletes to be included in the study.
Consequently, it was not possible to examine risk factors due
to the high risk of reverse causality (ie, the outcome may have
influenced the exposure).10 52 Excluding injured athletes at baseline is straightforward in most occasions. However, pragmatic
definitions of overuse injuries are often based on perceived pain
or impairment in performance or participation, compared with
traumatic injuries where time-loss definitions are often used10 74
making it challenging to define a healthy cohort when studying
risk factors for overuse injuries.
Asker M, et al. Br J Sports Med 2018;52:1312–1319. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2017-098254
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male counterparts.48 There was also limited evidence of no sex
differences in overuse injuries in handball.2 These findings on
shoulder injuries in overhead sports, although varying between
sports, are supported by several recent reviews that identified
sex differences in the risk for concussions,69 groin injuries70 and
ACL injuries.71
Factors such as competition versus training, and sex, are
non-modifiable risk factors, also described as risk indicators.
Such factors can be used to identify target populations for interventions aiming to prevent injuries. Investigating modifiable risk
factors, such as biomechanical, physiological and psychological measures, alongside modifiable training factors, is required
to develop successful measures to prevent injury. Four studies
in this review evaluated modifiable risk factors. There was
limited evidence that a lack of external rotation (but no other
shoulder joint range of motion measures) may be a risk factor
for shoulder injuries in baseball pitchers.45 This is in line with
a recent cross-sectional study (which was not included in this
review due to the study design), showing that pitchers with
shoulder pain have reduced external and total rotation range of
motion.20 There was limited evidence of greater humeral torsion
among baseball players who developed a shoulder injury.47
Furthermore, there was limited evidence for an increased risk
of shoulder injury when training and match load in youth handball players increased >60% in the week before injury compared
with the average load of the preceding 4 weeks,50 or if youth
baseball players participated in a high volume of training each
week.49 Since change in training load is under the control of
coaches, and the athletes themselves to some extent, training
load may be an effective target for interventions that aiming at
shoulder injury prevention in overhead sports.

Review
Controlling for history of shoulder injuries and defining a
pragmatic time window for a re-injury to be a new injury are
important in studies of modifiable risk factors.75 In practice,
some studies may have measured injury prevalence multiple
times instead of measuring the incidence of new injuries.57 61 62
The implication is that risk estimates may be distorted in any
direction.

Generalisability to youth athletes

Only 6 of the 17 studies included individuals of high school age
or younger. This is a problem for the practitioners because the
risk factors and therefore the prevention strategies may differ
between senior and youth athletes. Therefore, future research
studying young populations are of utmost importance to understand potential modifiable risk factors, and to help identify the
age at which prevention strategies should be implemented.

Confounding

Only two of the included studies controlled for potential
confounding.45 49 Stepwise selection algorithms should not be
used to select confounders since they place an overemphasis
on P values.76 Confounders must be measured and chosen
a priori, based on known or potential risk factors for the
outcome that may be unevenly distributed among exposed and
unexposed individuals. Otherwise effect estimates are likely to
be distorted (upwards or downwards) which might, in some
instances, fully explain the results. However, most effect estimates in the included studies were relatively high, suggesting
that confounding is unlikely to fully account for the associations
between risk factors and injury.

What should the practitioner do?

As with many sports injuries, the evidence for risk factors and
the effect of prevention measures on shoulder injuries in overhead sports is limited. Practitioners strive to build their work on
scientific evidence, but in absence of evidence or if the evidence
is limited they cannot ignore the athlete in front of them just
because there is no evidence from systematic reviews, highquality prospective cohort studies or randomised controlled
trials.77 Sackett et al stated ‘The practice of evidence-based medicine means integrating individual clinical expertise with the best
available external clinical evidence from systematic research’.78
Therefore, we offer two practical suggestions:
1. The practice of screening shoulder parameters, for the purpose of deciding which athletes should receive prevention
strategies, should be questioned.79 Since there is limited evidence for which potential risk factors to assess or what prevention strategy to employ, the main purpose of screening
shoulder parameters in overhead sports should be to evaluate
current shoulder status, measure improvements in performance or to serve as normative values to reach before return
to play after injury.79–81
2. When the evidence is limited, as is evident in many areas of
sports medicine, the second best option is to look for position statements and expert panel opinions.77 However, one
must recognise that these are based on experience and prone
to changes as new evidence is presented.

Future research

There are several methodological flaws in the literature on risk
factors of shoulder injuries in overhead sports. It is important
to address these issues in future studies. We therefore present
Asker M, et al. Br J Sports Med 2018;52:1312–1319. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2017-098254

Box 3

Recommendations for future research in the field

►► When planning the study, make a well-informed estimation

of the likely number of cases during the follow-up period
to avoid the risk of low statistical power in the analyses
of potential associations, potential confounders and effect
modifiers.
►► Take potential confounding into consideration in the analyses
of associations between the exposure and an outcome if the
study is not a large randomised controlled trial. Confounders
must be chosen a priori based on known or potential risk
factors for the outcome that may be unevenly distributed
among exposed and unexposed individuals.
►► Stepwise selection algorithms should not be used to select
confounders since they place an overemphasis on P values.
►► In prevention studies, do address the effect on injury risk, and
assess if the preventive measures have effect on the factors
that were hypothesised to influence injury risk, for example,
biomechanical or physiological measures.
►► Differentiate between incidence and prevalence, and
preferably use incidence rate or incidence proportion when
examining risk factors for injury.
►► Distinguish between traumatic and non-traumatic injuries,
since these types of injuries potentially have different injury
mechanisms and as such, different risk factors.
►► Present a clear definition of a healthy cohort at baseline in
risk analyses, to avoid the risk of reverse causality.
►► Specify the time frame when it is reasonable that an injured
player is considered to be at risk for a new injury (ie,
subsequent injury categorisation).
►► Measure time at risk on an individual basis, rather than on
group level for a more precise estimate of the incidence rate.
►► Present crude results as well as results adjusted for identified
confounders with CIs. This gives the reader a better
understanding of the influence of the confounders and it
improves understanding of what potential confounders
should be included in baseline measures of future studies.

recommendations to take into account in future studies on risk
factors for and prevention of shoulder injuries in overhead
sports (box 3).

Strengths and limitations

The main strengths of this systematic review are the extensive
search of all major databases in the field, the rigorous method
of evaluating papers for inclusion and the approach to account
for study quality and risk of bias in evaluation of the evidence.
There are also some shortcomings with our study. First, included
studies were too diverse for meaningful quantitative analyses, for
example, meta-analysis. Second, many of the studies relied on
data from the same database,15 35 37–39 41–44 and are subject to
the same sources of bias. In addition, this wrongly inflates the
quantity of evidence because, despite slight differences in the
definition of shoulder injury, some papers have reported results
based on the same data, for example, competition versus training
in lacrosse for the same time period.35 42 Third, except for the
studies of the US high school and college athletes, sample sizes
were generally small with few new shoulder injuries. However,
more than half of the included studies were not conducted
with the aim to study risk factors, but rather to describe the
incidence of shoulder injuries, stratified by the exposures. We
therefore used the raw data from those studies to calculate the
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History of injury and definition of re-injury and new injury

Review

Conclusions

All investigated potential risk factors for shoulder injury in overhead sports had limited evidence, and most were non-modifiable
(eg, sex). There is also limited evidence for the effect of shoulder
injury prevention measures in overhead sports.

What are the new findings?
►► The evidence on potential risk factors for shoulder injury

in overhead sports is limited as is the evidence on effect
of prevention measures. Most studies investigate nonmodifiable risk factors and generally they are underpowered,
do not control for confounding, do not have a clear definition
of a healthy cohort and/or do not differentiate between
prevalence and incidence of injury. There was a tendency
of a primary preventive effect of a comprehensive strength
and conditioning training programme on the risk of shoulder
injury in symptom-free handball players, but further and
larger studies are needed.

How might it impact on clinical practice?
►► These findings raise the question whether practitioners

should examine shoulder parameters from a performance or
return to play perspective, rather than an injury prevention
perspective. Due to the lack of high-quality studies and
the fact that most of the risk factors investigated are
non-modifiable, no evidence-based recommendations for
prevention of new shoulder injury in overhead sports can
currently be made.
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